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NOTIFICATION

The following is the Probability List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found

provisionally eligible to be included in the Ranked list, subject to the verification of the Original

documents, for selection to the post of  COOK - Thrissur  (Category No. 482/2010 & Gazette Date:

31/12/2010) in TOURISM DEPARTMENT on `4630-7000 on the basis of the Objective Type

Test (OMR) held on 12/09/2012.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any

way, indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test. The alphabet 'R' shall be prefixed to all

Register Numbers included in the Short List to indicate Thrissur district.

:

:

0487 2327505

Thrissur

DISTRICT OFFICE, THRISSUR

Main List

100016    100024    100043    100047    100069    100080    

100102    100184    100380    100409    100421    100427    

100431    100442    100552    100560    

Supplementary List

Ezhava

100092    100150    100214    100285    100295    100326    

100385    100426    100449    100557    100603    

Scheduled Caste

100260    100317    100366    100450    100456    100508    

Scheduled Tribe

100344    100500    

Muslim

100211    100239    100265    100294    100530    100580    

Latin Catholics/A.I.

100327    

O.B.C.

100066    100159    100190    100321    100555    

Viswakarma

100349    100389    100564    

SIUC Nadar
NIL

O.X.
NIL



2 COOK
  Thrissur

Dheevara

100073    100238    100488    100551    

Hindu Nadar
NIL

Office of the
Kerala Public Service Commission

Approved for issue,

Section Officer.

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and

admission of  application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the probability list does

not confer any right on the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note:- (2)  The list has been  prepared by including the number of candidates who have secured top

marks in the OMR Test.

Note :- (3)  The candidates who have secured 49 (Fourty nine) marks and above are included in the

Main List of the probability list and  The requisite marks have been lowered to the extent necessary in

respect of the Supplementary list.

Note:- (4)  Candidates included in the Probability List should present and produce in person the

original and self attested copies of documents for verification.  Date, Time and Venue of certificate

verification of candidates included in this probability list is published along with the Probability List.

Note:- (5)   According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but

answer scripts can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be

published in the Ranked List to be published for the post.

Note :- (6)  Candidates belonging to Other Backward Classes included in this list who are required to

produce  Non – Creamy Layer Certificate as per G.O (P) No: 81/09/SC/ST/DD dated 26.09.2009 shall

produce the same along with the other documents mentioned above at the time of verification of

original documents.

Note :- (7) Copy of answer  scripts  of the OMR Test held on 12/09/2012  will be issued to those

candidates who, apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.

Candidates whose Register Numbers are invalidated are advised to refer to Notification No : ER

VII(2)9752/12/EW Dated 21.05.2013.

District Office,Thrissur

T V GIRIJAN
DISTRICT OFFICER

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

List of PH candidates for 3% reservation

Not eligible

DISTRICT OFFICE, THRISSUR


